
WELCOME THE TRIO    SEAMLESSLY BLEND AND INTEGRATE 

THE                       
MOBILE BUFFET SYSTEM

Q-BIK

Q-BIK



This isn’t just a buffet upgrade; 
it’s an industry eye-opener.

Get ready for a groundbreaking revelation in the 
industry – the sensational               ! Standing tall alongside 
the          and the             , it seamlessly integrates into our 
dynamic collapsible buffet family.

Envision the possibilities: interchangeable tiles 
effortlessly swapping between all three units, and 
stunning color panels creating a seamless blend with 
any decor.

Integrating Operations

Indoor and Outdoor

Innovative Options

Brace yourself for a thrilling new era in buffet experience!

We’re proud to introduce IO
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Q-BIK



Q-BIK  CAPABILITIES ARE AS IMPRESSIVE 
AS THEY ARE EXTENSIVE.

INDOOR - OUTDOOR
The Q-BIK is the ultimate solution for both Indoor & Outdoor versatility

Heavy-duty swivel casters, effortlessly glide from carpet to tile, seamless transitioning between 
indoor and outdoor spaces.

Connecting adapter easily hooks onto Q-Bik stands, creating the perfect buffet setup for any event.



A vast selection of panels to choose from
Set up and collapse your buffet in any area

From display to action
The Q-BIK extends from a singular display to a full buffet in mere minutes



Shelves hook onto multiple levels
No hardware required

RAISE THE BAR WITH 
EFFORTLESS ELEGANCE
Cheers to innovation, cheers to 
unforgettable moments! Our modular 
buffet table seamlessly transforms into 
a bar with a simple switch of panels 
and the addition of a bar top. 

No hardware, no complicated 
installation - just pure sophistication at 
your fingertips with the Q-BIK display.



#ST1830G

#ST1820G



From dynamic configurations 
to limitless creativity
Transform your space with ease and style. 
Your vision, your display -                makes it possible!

U-SHAPED

L-SHAPED

X-SHAPED

Q-BIK



Seamless harmony, 
infinite versatility
Experience total integration with the Q-BIK ,         , & 
as you easily swap tiles and redefine possibilities.

Tiles used for both the HUB and ZOZZ tables, 
also fit into the Q-Bik connector.
No hardware required

Q-BIK



DISPLAY TILES

FRONT PANELS

Perforated #ST1838PF

Black #ST1838BF

Acrylic #ST1831ACF

White Wash #ST1838WF

Gray Grain #ST1834GF

Textured #ST1838TF

Charcoal #ST1838CF

TILE INSET
#ST5935WPT

BUTCHER BLOCK
#ST5933

SINGLE
WARMING INDUCTION

#ST59801INDB

DOUBLE
WARMING INDUCTION

#ST59802INDB

DROP-IN ICE BIN
#ST5925DIB

INDUCTION TILE
#ST5915IND

RAISED ICE BIN
#ST5930BIB

OMELETTE INDUCTION
#ST59380GB

PLATE WARMER
#ST5972PR

Complete selection of tiles available on EasternTabletop.com

63” x 31 1/2”  |  Hooks onto Q-BIK stainless steel shelf connector

Q-BIK
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